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Abstract—Due to volatile and rising energy prices, smart
microgrids appear to be increasingly popular. Instead of one
centrally located power plant, the microgrids will rely on solar
panels and wind turbines on every house sharing renewable
energy among houses. How to efficiently and optimally share
energy is a challenging problem. In order to efficiently share
renewable energy, routing protocols in the data network are
needed, which introduces another design challenge that is how
to feasibly detect and defend the major attacks against routing
protocols for smart microgrids. Most of the existing secure
routing protocols for other networks (such as ad hoc networks)
either ignore the most challenging internal attacks such as
spoofed route signaling and fabricated routing messages, or have
often produced inefficient security mechanisms.
In this paper, we develop a novel secure energy routing
mechanism (SERM) for securely and optimally sharing renewable
energy in smart microgrids. SERM detects most internal attacks
by using message redundancy. The simulation results have
demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed secure energy
routing mechanism.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Climate change concerns, coupled with high oil prices,
serious nuclear accidents, and increasing government support
has resulted in the increasing demand of renewable energy
that comes from natural sources such as sunlight, wind, rain,
and geothermal heat. On the energy consumption side, homes
and buildings consume around 41% of the energy used in the
United States [1]. When energy is transmitted from power
plants to end customers, more than 6.5% energy is lost [3].
To minimize transmission and distribution losses, researchers
have proposed the microgrid approach by installing renewable
energy sources (such as solar panels or wind turbines) on every
house to provide energy supply.
Since different locations harvest energy at different rates and
houses have different dynamic energy consumption patterns,
energy sharing among houses is needed to efficiently and
dynamically route renewable energy from a location with
energy surplus to a location with energy deficit. Figure 1 shows
the architecture of a smart microgrid in which each house has
its own renewable energy sources. Houses are interconnected
with each other with energy routers for energy sharing. Each
house is attached to a single energy router. Energy flows from
one house to another through these routers.
In a smart microgrid, how to efficiently and optimally share
energy among houses is a challenging problem. Although
there is an extensive literature addressing the power flow
optimization problem, the proposed approaches always assume
that the direction of power flow is from a power station to
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customers. However, in a smart microgrid, a power flow can
flow from any house to any other house. In other words, power
flows is bidirectional and changing dynamically.
In order to share energy efficiently and optimally, each
house needs to know how much extra renewable energy it
can provide to (or receive from) the other houses and where
it can receive (or provide) energy. This energy information is
exchanged among energy routers in data network. To reduce
deployment, wiring, and maintenance cost, wireless communications are used in such data network. However, wireless
links are susceptible to attacks. How to design a secure routing
protocol becomes a very important problem.
The attacks against routing protocols come from both outside and inside the network. In an external attack, a malicious
router does not participate in the routing process but masquerades as a trusted router. It can either advertise false routing
information or generate a flood of spurious service requests
(such as a denial-of-service attack). While in an internal attack,
the router is compromised or misconfigured and exhibits any
number of different misbehaviors, such as advertising false
energy sharing information, failing to report security violations
of a neighboring router, misrouting packets to a non-existing
router, redirecting energy to a non-optimal route, fabricating,
modifying or simply dropping data packets that include energy
information.
In this paper, we designed a secure energy routing mechanism. Similar to traditional routing protocols, at the control
plane, energy routers securely exchange energy information
of each houses in the data network and try to find the most
energy efficient path on the energy network to share energy
among houses. Different from traditional routing protocols, our
routing mechanism has energy plane and does not have data
plane. After energy routers find the most energy efficient path
at the control plane on data network, energy flows from one
house to another house through the most energy efficient path
at the energy plane on energy network. The main contribution
of this paper is as follow:
• We develop a novel mechanism that can detect most internal attacks by using message redundancy, which is required
for the robustness of secure routing mechanisms with collusion
detection capability.
• We propose a distributed optimal energy request algorithm
and prove that this algorithm enables optimal energy sharing
in smart microgrid.
• We design a secure routing mechanism that ensures
message integrity and detects major internal attacks such as
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spoofed route signaling and fabricated routing messages.
The paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work
in Section II, introduce our secure energy routing mechanism
(SERM) in Section III, analyze the robustness of SERM
in Section IV, present simulation result in Section V, and
conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Energy harvesting, conservation and management is an
intensively studied area. Many solutions have been proposed at
physical layer [5], [18], link layer [6], [31], network layer [14],
[12], and adaptation layer [9]. However, energy sharing in a
smart microgrid is a relatively new concept, the corresponding
secure routing protocols have not been designed. However,
many secure routing protocols have been proposed in ad hoc
networks to detect and defend against specific attacks [8],
[10], [11], [13], [37], [15], [17], [26]. Based on the security
mechanisms a protocol has used or the specific attacks the
protocol defends against, existing secure routing protocols can
be roughly divided into two categories.
The common practice among the first category is to secure
the popular on-demand routing protocols, such as AODV [19]
and DSR [20], by using a security association between the
source and destination routers. In [21], Hu et al, based on DSR,
proposed a secure routing protocol called Ariadne, by using
efficient symmetric cryptography. Routing messages are authenticated by shared secrets between each pair of routers. The
broadcast authentication scheme used in Ariadne is TESLA
[25], which requires only loose time synchronization. In [27],
the authors proposed a proactive secure routing protocol,
called SEAD, based on DSDV [28] by using one-way hash
chains to provide authentication to defend against attacks that
modify routing information broadcasts and replay attacks but
not wormhole attacks. In [22], the authors secured the ondemand protocols AODV and DSR by using digital signatures
to provide end-to-end authentication.
Secure routing protocols belonging to the second category
focus on protecting routing traffic against all sorts of Byzantine
attacks. In [29], [30], Awerbuch, et al proposed to detect
Byzantine behaviors by using a probing technique, which uses
a binary search on a path to locate the faulty link. In [33], the
authors proposed a secure routing protocol against Byzantine

failures based on source routing and destination acknowledgements. Each packet is authenticated at each router by using
MACs based on pair-wise secret keys. Digital signatures are
used for the initial key setup. The faults are detected on a per
packet basis to defend Byzantine adversaries.
We conclude for the above review that most secure routing
protocols deal with a single source and destination pair.
However, in energy sharing networks, a house may need to request energy from multiple neighboring houses. Moreover, the
available energy in each house changes over time. Therefore,
we need a distributed secure routing mechanism for sharing
energy among houses.
III. S ECURE E NERGY ROUTING M ECHANISM
The design of a secure energy routing mechanism contains
secure key management, energy discovery packet dissemination, energy route reply packet propagation, and energy route
request.
A. Secure Key Management
In order to authenticate the routers in a network and verify
the integrity of the routing information routers exchange
with their neighbors, an essential component in the security
architecture is the key management mechanism. In this paper,
we assume that each router has an initial public/private key
pair issued by a public key infrastructure (PKI) or some
other certificate authority (CA) when the routers are deployed.
Initially, every router r receives a certificate from the CA: T
as follows:
T → r : certr = {IPr , Kr+ }KT − , KT +

(1)

The certificate contains r’s IP address (IPr ), r’s public key
(Kr+ ), and T ’s public key (KT + ). To avoid unauthorized
participation, router r only exposes a part of the certificate
which is encrypted by T ’s private key (i.e., {IPr , Kr+ }KT − ).
We use cert−
r to denote this part. Table I summarize our
notation.
B. Energy Discovery Packet Dissemination
The secure energy routing mechanism is an on-demand
mechanism. When a house H requires renewable energy from
the other houses inside the microgrid, H’s corresponding
router (assume i) constructs a message mi as follows:
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS
Kr+
Kr−
{d}Kr+
{d}Kr−
certr
cert−
r
Nr
IPr
Pr
Rr

Public key of router r.
Private key of router r.
Encryption of data d with key Kr+ .
Encryption of data d with key Kr− .
Certificate belonging to router r.
r’s encrypted part of certificate.
Nounce issued by router r.
IP address of router r.
Routing packet send out by router r.
Requested energy by router r.

mi = [Ri , IPi , Ni ]

j → broadcast : EDPj = {EDPi , mj }Kj− , cert−
j , mj (7)

(2)

Where Ri is the requested amount of energy required by
house H, IPi is router i’s IP address, and Ni is a sequence
number. Then router i encrypts message mi using i’s private
key Ki− and broadcasts the energy discovery packet (EDPi )
as follows:
i → broadcast : EDPi = {mi }Ki− , cert−
i , mi

(3)

Since router i’s encrypted certificate (cert−
i ) is also included
in the packet, only routers certified by T can decrypt Ki+ from
cert−
i and then use Ki+ to decrypt the encrypted version of
mi , which is encrypted by Ki− . In this way, we avoid the
participation of routers not authorized by certificate authority
T . Both the original mi and its encrypted version {mi }Ki−
are sent out so that intermediate routers can verify whether
mi has been modified during the energy discovery phase.
When the intermediate router j receives the energy discovery packet from router i, j first verifies whether mr and
{mi }Ki− match. If they do not match, j notifies i about the
mismatch. By doing this, j avoids intended misbehavior by i.
After receiving the correct mi and {mi }Ki− from i, j checks
whether the house attached to it has extra energy to share
with i. If j has sufficient energy to share with i, j generates
message mj , which includes the amount of available energy
and its IP address:
mj = [Ej , IPj ]

(4)

Then, j sends out an energy reply packet EREPj , which
contains the encrypted EDPi and mj , j’s certificate, and the
original mj message, shown as follows:
j → broadcast : EREPj = {EDPi , mj }Kj− , cert−
j , mj
(5)
If j does not have enough extra energy, j updates its
requested energy Rj = Ri −Ej and generates its own message
mj as follows:
mj = [Rj , IPj ]

(6)

Then, j encrypts message mj by using its own private
key Kj− , attaches the encrypted message together with its
certificate and the original message mj to the received EDPi
to form a new packet EDPj , and then rebroadcasts EDPj
(shown below).

When j’s next hop neighbor j +1 receives EDPj , j +1 will
first verify whether mi and {mi }Ki− match. If they do not
match, j +1 treats j as untrustworthy. This is because j should
have already verified the correctness of mi and {mi }Ki−
before forwarding the packet to j + 1. If mi and {mi }Ki−
match, j +1 further verifies whether mj and {mj }Kj− match.
If they do not match, j + 1 notifies j about the mismatch. By
doing this, j + 1 ensures that j acts correctly. If j does not
correct the mismatch, j +1 marks j as an untrustworthy router.
Here, we use redundant messages to verify the misbehavior of
the intermediate routers.
After the message verification, j + 1 checks whether its
extra available energy Ej+1 is more than j’s requested energy
Rj which is the difference between i’s requested energy and
j’s extra available energy (i.e., Ri − Ej ). If Ej+1 < Rj ,
j + 1 constructs the energy discovery packet EDPj+1 by
attaching {mj+1 }Kj+1− , cert−
j+1 , mj+1 to the end of EDPj
packet and sends out EDPj+1 . If Ej+1 > Rj , j + 1 constructs the energy route reply packet EREPj+1 by attaching
{mj+1 }Kj+1− , cert−
j+1 , mj+1 to the end of EREPj packet
and sends out EREPj+1 .
C. Energy Route Reply Packet Propagation
As discussed in the previous subsection, energy route reply
(EREP) packets are generated by routers that have more
extra available energy than the energy requested by these
routers’ previous hop. There are two design goals in the EREP
packet propagation mechanism design. The first design goal
is to avoid unnecessary propagation to all routers inside the
network. In order to achieve this design goal, only the router
that has rebroadcasted the energy discovery packet (EDP) is
eligible to forward EREP packets. No other node is eligible
to forward EREP packets.
The second design goal is to avoid intermediate routers
fabricating routing messages. To achieve this, each router
verifies whether the original message and the encrypted message match. For example, when j receives an EREP from
j + 1, j verifies whether mj+1 and {mj+1 }Kj+1− match.
If they do not match, j treats j + 1 as untrustworthy and
discards the EREP packet without forwarding it. Hence, each
router ensures that each message it receive is correct before
forwarding it.
D. Energy Route Request
After router i receives the EREP, i first verifies whether
original messages and encrypted messages match. If they do
not match, i further identifies the untrustworthy router based
on the mismatch. For example, in Figure 2, if mj+1 and
{mj+1 }Kj+1− do not match, i infers that j is untrustworthy.
This is because j should notify j + 1 about the mismatch and
discard the EREP, instead of forwarding it.
If the original messages and encrypted messages match, i
starts to request energy from other routers. The main challenge
here is to ensure minimum energy loss due to the energy
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Algorithm 1: Optimal Energy Request Algorithm

j+1

input : Energy Request Budget Ri
input : Energy Sharing Efficiency (η) for other routers in the
network with n routers

Energy Route Request Example
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Sort η in non-increasing order ;
j←2;
while Ri > 0 OR j ≤ n do
Send an encrypted message
m
g
ij = {Rj , IPi , IPj , Ni }Ki− to router j that is
corresponding to sorted η1j , request energy sharing of
Rj ;
Receive Rj · η1j from the requested device ;
Ri ← Ri − Rj · η1j ;
j ← j +1;
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transfer. In a loss-prone energy sharing network, the less
energy transferred in the network, the less energy loss will
incur during the energy transfer process. Similar to the shortest
path routing in data communication networks, i needs to
find the minimum energy loss path between itself and other
routers in the network. Specifically, given the interconnection
of power cords among those routers, i can derive a graph
that is similar to traditional communication network graphs.
In such a graph, the vertices are routers and the edges are
the power cords. The weight of each edge is the efficiency
of energy transfer between the pair of routers that is incident
to this edge. Figure 3 shows an example of such an energy
sharing network. In Figure 3, the edge labels denote the energy
transfer efficiency along this edge. For example, if we assume
the energy transfer efficiency (e12 ) between routers 1 and 2
is 90% and the total amount of energy transferred between
1 and 2 is 1000kJ, then the energy loss during the sharing
procedure is 1000 ∗ (1 − 0.9) = 100kJ.
By applying any distributed shortest path algorithm [16]
on such an energy sharing network, we can easily obtain
the minimum energy loss path between each router and any
other router in the network. Specifically, each router i in the
network maintains a metric called energy sharing efficiency
for any other router j in the network (ηij ). In Figure 3, we
also show the energy sharing efficiency metric values between
router 1 and any other router. For example, the minimum
energy sharing efficiency between router 1 and router 4 is
e12 × e24 = 0.81 by going through path 1 → 2 → 4. Since
energy loss between routers are fixed, the minimum energy
loss path only needs to be calculated when the routers are
physically deployed.
Based on knowledge of the energy sharing efficiency from
all other routers to router i, i sequentially sends out encrypted
energy request messages m
g
ij to request energy from routers
with the maximal energy sharing efficiencies until it has
accumulated enough energy. The detailed procedure at router
i is shown in Algorithm 1. Here message m
g
ij is encrypted by
using i’s private key. Only routers that have already participated in energy discovery packet dissemination and received
i’s certificate can decrypt m
g
ij and forward the message. If a
router cannot decrypt m
g
,
it
will not forward the message. By
ij
doing this, we avoid unnecessary and redundant transmissions.
When router j receives the energy sharing request from router
i, it transfers Rj energy through the minimum energy loss
path to router i.
Proof of optimality: To prove the optimality of the above energy request algorithm, it is sufficient to show both the greedy
choice and the optimal substructure properties. For the greedy
choice property, since at each iteration we request energy from
the router with the largest energy sharing efficiency to router i,
we minimize the energy transfer loss at router i. This property
can be proved by simple contradiction. Assume the remaining
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Fig. 2.
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needed energy can be optimally transferred from n routers,
then the total energy loss (1−η12 )·R12 +(1−η13 )·R13 +· · ·+
(1−η1n )·R1n is minimal, where R1j is the energy transferred
from router j and j = 2, · · · , n. If there exists a η1,n+1 which
is larger than η1j , then accumulating energy from router j
can result in a greater energy loss than accumulating energy
from router n + 1 first and then from router j. This can be
formulated as (1 − η1j ) · R1j > (1 − η1,n+1 ) · R1,n+1 + (1 −
η ·R −η
·R1,n+1
), which contradicts the optimality
η1j ) · ( 1j 1j η1,n+1
1j
claim. Consequently, the greedy choice property holds. The
optimal substructure property is straightforward since after
each iteration, we reduce the problem to accumulating Ri −Rj ·
η1j amount of energy, where Ri and Rj · η1j are the energy
budget and the energy accumulated from router j at the
previous iteration, respectively. By combining the above two
properties, we prove that our proposed energy accumulation
protocol is optimal in terms of minimum energy loss during
the energy sharing process.
Case Study: To further illustrate the above energy accumulation process, we provide a simple walkthrough for the
energy sharing network shown in Figure 3. Assume router 1
needs to accumulate 100kJ from the network. First it requests
energy from router 2, which has the best energy sharing
efficiency, 90%, to router 1. If router 2 decides it can share
80kJ of energy with router 1, then router 1 would receive
80 ∗ 0.9 = 72kJ from router 2. Since 72kJ < 100kJ, router
1 would request that router 4 share 28kJ energy with it.
Assuming router 4 can share up to 50kJ energy with router
28
= 34.6kJ energy to router 1, so as
1, it then will transfer 0.81
to meet the energy request budget at router 1 by considering
energy loss during the energy sharing process.
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IV. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the robustness of SERM in the
presence of different attacks.
• Unauthorized participation: In SERM, all packets are
encrypted with the asymmetric key. Since only authorized
routers have the asymmetric key, unauthorized routers are
prohibited from routing control packets.
• Spoofed Route Signaling: In energy discovery packet
and energy request packets, messages are encrypted by the
original router r with its private key. Only r has the right key
to encrypt the message. This prevents impersonation attacks.
• Fabricated Routing Messages: In SERM, each routing
message is verified at each intermediate router. By using
message redundancy, we can find out which intermediate
router modified the message, we will discard that router in
the routing table and prevent the fabrication of the routing
messages.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we extensively evaluate the performance
of SERM through ns-2 simulation [35]. We use the tworay ground reflection radio propagation model. The Medium
Access Control protocol used is the IEEE 802.11 Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) [36]. Since this work is the first
to investigate secure energy sharing in a smart microgrid, the
state-of-the-art research (e.g., secure routing protocols in ad
hoc networks) is complementary, but provides no appropriate
baseline for comparison. Therefore, we compare the network
with secure energy sharing enabled with the same network
without any encryption, referred to as the insecure energy
routing (ISER) protocol. Based on NIST’s guidelines for smart
grid cyber security, 1024 bits RSA key length is suggested for
use between 2011 and 2029 [2]. We use the 1024 bits RSA key
which requires less than 0.79061 ms runtime by using FPGA
to do decryption [24]. However, the authors did not provide
the runtime of encryption in [24]. They only described that
the runtime of encryption is half of the runtime of decryption.
Therefore, we add a 0.79061 ms and 0.3953 ms processing
delay for each decryption operation and encryption operation,
respectively.
In the simulation, we randomly deployed 100 routers inside
a 3000m × 3000m square field and selected 5 source routers to
periodically send out energy discovery packets at a rate of one

every 20 minutes. Each simulation is run for 6000 seconds.
Each collected data point is an average of 20 such runs.
We analyzed the impact of malicious routers by varying
the number of malicious routers in the field from zero to
25. The malicious routers do not forward any control packets
and periodically send out energy discovery packet without
encryption every 3 minutes. Three metrics are used to evaluate
the protocols:
• Packet Delivery Ratio: Since the source router does
not specify a destination when it send out energy discovery
packets, we cannot measure the packet delivery ratio from the
source router to the destination. Therefore, we define a roundtrip version of the packet delivery ratio, which is the ratio of
the total number of energy route reply packets received by
source routers to the total number of corresponding energy
discovery packets sent out by source routers. If source routers
receive multiple energy route reply packets for the same energy
discovery packet from multiple intermediate routers, we count
only one of them.
• Control Overhead (bytes): The total amount of bytes
transmitted during energy discovery packet dissemination, energy route reply packet propagation, and energy route request.
• Average Routing Acquisition Delay (ARAD): The average
delay between sending an energy discovery packet (EDP) and
receiving an energy route reply (EREP) packet.
Figure 4(a) compares the packet delivery ratio of SERM
and ISER. When the number of malicious routers increases,
the packet delivery ratios of both SERM and ISER decreases.
This is because the increase in the number of malicious routers
results in fewer benign routers to forward the energy discovery
packets and energy route reply packets. Routers running ISER
need to forward malicious routers’ fake energy discovery
packets, which may collide with real energy discovery packets.
On the other hand, by verifying the integrity of messages,
routers running SERM will not forward messages generated
by malicious routers. Therefore, SERM has a higher packet
delivery ratio than ISER.
Similarly, by discarding the packets received from the
malicious routers, the control overhead of SERM remains
stable when the number of malicious routers increases (shown
in Figure 4(b)). When there are no malicious routers, ISER has
less control overhead than SERM. However, routers running
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ISER cannot differentiate between the malicious routers’ energy discovery packets and real energy discovery packets. As a
result, the control overhead of ISER proportionally increases
when the number of malicious routers increases. When the
number of malicious routers is 25, ISER has higher control
overhead than SERM.
Figure 4(c) shows that the packet delivery delay of both
SERM and ISER increases when the number of malicious
routers increases. This is due to the change of route when the
number of malicious routers increases. With more malicious
routers and fewer benign routers, the packets may need more
hops to reach the appropriate router. Therefore, the packet
delivery delay increases. Moreover, routers running ISER also
needs to forward fake packets. Processing and forwarding
fake packets introduces extra delay, which causes ISER has
longer delay than SERM when the number of malicious routers
increases.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a secure energy routing mechanism (SERM) to securely and optimally share energy in smart
microgrids. By using message redundancies during topology
discovery, SERM addressed the most challenging problem
which is the detection of internal attacks.
Simulation results show that SERM is robust under different
network settings. Our future work will be conducting more
simulations under different network configurations. We will
also compare the performance of SERM to that of other secure
routing protocols.
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